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1 Introduction 

Generative grammar theory is an effective tool for syntactic level linguistic modeling. 

The beginning of this theory is laid in the works of linguist N. Chomsky, where for-

mal analysis of the grammatical structure of phrases is used to distinguish the syntac-

tic structure (constituents) as the basic scheme of a phrase, regardless of its meaning 

[38-41, 49-57]. A. Gladkiy applied the concepts of dependency trees and component 

systems to simulate syntactic language level [14-16]. He suggested a way to moderate 

syntax using syntactic groups that distinguish word components as units of construct-

ing a dependency - a representation that combines the benefits of the method of direct 

constituents and dependency trees. 

2 Analysis of Recent Research and Publications 

Active development of the Internet contributes to the creation of various linguistic 

resources. The need for the implementation of the processes of analysis and synthesis 

of natural-language texts led to the emergence of appropriate linguistic models of 

processes of their processing [2-5, 8-9, 12-19, 21-24, 26-29, 32-33, 37-41, 43, 46, 48-

59, 61-63, 68]. The need of arises in the development of many linguistic disciplines 

for the needs of information sciences. Integration processes in most areas of the mod-
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ern world attract particular attention to the development and creation of automated 

multilingual information processing systems. Formal generative grammar G is a quad-

ruple G = (V, T, S, P), where V is a finite non-empty set, the alphabet (dictionary); T 

its subset whose elements are terminal (main) symbols, terminals; S is the initial sym-

bol (S∈V); P is a finite set of productions (transformation rules) of the form ξ→η, 

where ξ and η, are chains above V. The set is denoted by N, its elements are non-

terminal (auxiliary) symbols, not terminals [14-16]. We will interpret terminal sym-

bols as word forms (of some natural language), non-terminal symbols as syntactic 

categories, and terminal derived strings as correct sentences of this language [12-16, 

38-41, 49-57]. Then the derivation of a sentence is naturally interpreted as its syntac-

tic structure, which is presented in terms of direct constituents, that is, by a method 

long known in linguistics [10, 44, 46-47]. Research and research by N. Chomsky and 

A. Gladkiy developed and continued by A. Anisimov [2-3], Y. Apresyan [4-5], N. 

Bilgaeva [8], E. Bolshakova, E. Klishinsky, D. Lande, A. Noskov, O. Peskov and E. 

Yagunova [9], I. Volkova and T. Rudenko [11], O. Gakman [12], A. Gerasimov [13], 

M. Gross and A. Lanten [17], N. Darchuk [18], I. Demeshko [19], V. Inve [21, 65-

66], T. Lyubchenko [22], B. Martynenko [23], O. Marchenko [24], E. Paducheva 

[26], Z. Partiko [27] , A. Pentus and M. Pentus [28], E. Popov [29], G. Potapova [32], 

N. Rusachenko [33], V. Fomichev [37], S. Sharov [43], Y. Shcherbina [46], Y. 

Schrader [48], Y. Bar-Hillel and E. Shamir [58], D. Bobrov [59], D. Hays [61], P. 

Postal [62], L. Tecniere [63], D. Varga [68]. These studies are used to develop tools 

for NLP, such as text annotation, machine translation systems, information retrieval 

systems, morphological, educational didactic systems, syntactic and semantic text 

analysis, linguistic support for specialized software systems, etc. [18-27, 43, 67-89]. 

3 Formation of the Purpose 

Within the article, we will show how to use the generative grammar apparatus to sim-

ulate sentence syntax for different natural languages, such as English, German, Rus-

sian, and Ukrainian. To do this, let's analyze the syntactic structure of sentences, 

demonstrate the features of the process of synthesis of sentences of these languages. 

Consider the influence of the rules and rules of language on the course of constructing 

grammars [10, 44, 46-47]. 

4 Analysis of Achieved Scientific Results 

Generative grammar G - is a quadruple G = (V, T, S, P), where V - is a finite non-

empty set, the alphabet (dictionary); T - its subset whose elements are terminal 

(basic) lexical units, terminals; S - is the initial symbol (S∈V); P - is a finite set of 

productions (transformation rules) of the form ξ→η, where ξ and η, are chains above 

V. The set is denoted by N, its elements are non-terminal (auxiliary) lexical units, not 

terminals [14-16]. Grammars are classified by types of products subject to certain 

restrictions (Table 1) [14-16, 38-41, 49-57]. V vocabulary consists of a finite non-



 

 

empty set of lexical units [60]. The expression over V is a finite-length chain of lexi-

cal units of V. An empty chain that does not contain lexical units is denoted by. De-

note the set of all lexical units over V is V*. Language over V is a subset V*. The lan-

guage is given through the set of all lexical units of the language or through the defi-

nition of the criterion that lexical units must satisfy in order to belong to the language 

[14-16, 38-41, 49-57]. Another important way to define a language is through the use 

of generative grammar. Grammar consists of a set of lexical units of different types 

and a set of rules or products of expression construction. Grammar has a V dictionary, 

which is the set of lexical items for constructing language expressions. Some vocabu-

lary (terminal) vocabulary units cannot be replaced by other vocabulary units. 

Table 1. Classification of grammars by product type 

Grammar Type Description 

0G  
Unbounded 

Here   – is an arbitrary chain containing at least one non-terminal 

sysmbol,   – is an arbitrary chain over V. 

1G  
Context-

dependent 

In many products P is a product of the form ,     

(but not in the form of ), then    can be replaced V only in the 

environment of chains , i.e. in the relevant context.  

2G  
Context- 

free 

The non-terminal A on the left-hand side of the product A→ can be 

replaced by a chain  in an arbitrary environment whenever it 

occurs, i.e. regardless of context. 

3G  
Regular 

Only products AaB, Aa, S, may be regular, where  A, B – 

non-terminals, a – terminal,   – is an empty chain. 

A distinctive feature of context-free grammars 
2G - is that at each step of the output is 

processed exactly one character, that is, in no way can be taken into account the 

presence / absence or properties of different adjacent characters. This may give the 

impression that grammars 
2G  are not suitable for describing natural languages: in 

ordinary grammars, statements about the choice of forms or variations, or variations, 

of these or other elements of the expression are usually formulated with contextual 

conditions in mind. Thus, when describing inflectional forms, they indicate flexion, 

which must be selected depending on the type of substrate (acting as context); in the 

description of the use of Ukrainian distinctions indicate that the initial case of the 

direct supplement is replaced by a generic one in the presence of objection, etc.; oud 

subject is possible with the verb noun only if the noun is a supplement in the genitive 

case (content viewing by the user, but not *viewing by the user), etc. [7, 10, 18-20, 32-

33, 36, 45]. Grammar 
3G  is practically capable of generating the vast majority of 

simple and complex natural language sentences. Therefore, this statement is also true 

for arbitrary grammars. In almost all cases where the use of context is at first sight 

inevitable, in fact it can be dispensed with. For example, let there be a class of 

elements, and in the neighborhood of the elements of a class Y the elements X behave 

differently than in the neighborhood of the elements of a class Z by the following 

rules: 

YXYAB and ZXZCD (these rules use context). 



 

 

We denote by 
1X  the element X in the position after Y , and by 

2X  - the element 

X  in the position after Z . Then you can go to rules that do not use context: 

1X AB  and 
2X CD . 

That is, more elemental categories are introduced that take into account their position 

in context. Let us show how the transition to grammar 
2G  formulations can be done 

in the context-based examples above. On the left is the required snippet of the 

corresponding context-dependent grammar, on the right is an equivalent snippet 

consisting of context-free rules. 

1. Choice of flexion of the case depending on the type of base [7, 10, 18-20, 32-33, 

36, 45]: 

gnfl
i

gnfl FOWord ..     i
gnfl

i
gnfl FOWord ..   

 dsfriendsOFO i
gnfl .

1    dsF gnfl 1
.

 

 ystoysOFO i
gnfl .

2    ysF gnfl 2
.

 

 enschildrensOFO i
gnfl .

3   ensF gnfl 3
.

 

 vesrelativesOFO i
gnfl .

4   vesF gnfl 4
.

 

  carsOFO i
gnfl .

5    5
.gnflF  

………………………………………………………………………………. 

where Word  is wordform, iО  is basis of type i   1,2,3,...i  , 
gnflF .

 is flexion of the 

genus. the case of pluralism. 

2. The choice of a direct complement, depending on the objection: 

 
d

i NRR
~~

   1~~
d

i NRR   

 
d

i NRR
~~

   2~~
d

i NRR   

xX
з

i
d NXRNXR




~~   

зd NN
~~1    (student studies discipline) 

 

xX

p
i

d NRXNRX



~~   

pd NN
~~ 2   (student does not study discipline) 

where R
~  is  group of verbs, iR  is transitive verb, 

dN
~  is direct complement, N

~  is 

group of noun,   is negation [7, 10, 18-20, 32-33, 36, 45]. 

3. Opportunity of a subject in case of a verbal noun, depending on the presence of the 

object (user viewing content): 



 

 

sbobNNNN
~~~~

   1~~~~ sbobNNNN 
  sbNNN

~~~
  

2~~~ sbNNN 
  

o
obsbob NNNN

~~~~
   

o
sb NN 

~~ 1  

where obN
~  is the object, sbN

~  is the subject [7, 10, 18-20, 32-33, 36, 45]. In these 

examples, exactly the same formal technique is used: context information is encoded 

in new categories. So the fewer contexts you use, the more categories you need to 

enter, and vice versa. The appeal of switching to context-free rules is that it is difficult 

to evaluate the degree of complexity of different and meaningful contextual 

references, whereas in grammar rules, measuring the degree of complexity is the 

number of categories used. 

The context cannot be abandoned, that is, it is impossible to dispense with one 

character to the left of the rule if the rule is to allow a character shift. Consequently, 

grammar 2G  cannot produce language that contains strings that cannot be constructed 

without permutations. Consider, for example, a language that contains all sorts of 

chains, 1 2 3 1 2 3a a a qa a a   , 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3a a a a qa a a a    , 1 3 2 1 1 3 2 1a a a a qa a a a    , etc. (in general, such chains 

can be written as xqx’) and that does not contain any other chains. Substantive a1 and 

a’1, a2 and a’2 the like can be understood as pairs of elements that are in some way 

consistent with each other. This is not about the characters a1, a’1 themselves, etc., but 

about their corresponding occurrences in the strings. This language is easily generated 

by grammar containing permutation rules. For this grammar, there is an equivalent 

grammar 1G  containing permutation rules and can be represented as follows: 

1. ,

2. ,
, 1,2,3

3. ,

4. .

i i

i j j i

i i

I IAa

a A A a
i j

IA a I

I q

 
  


 

 

 

(ai, a’i, q are main characters; Ai is auxiliary characters; I is initial character). Let's 

show for example how you can draw a chain in this grammar 2 1 1 3 2 1 1 3a a a a qa a a a   
: 

1. I 

2. (1) 
3 3IA a  

3. (1) 
1 1 3 3IAa A a   

4. (1) 
1 1 1 1 3 3IA a A a A a    

5. (1) 
2 2 1 1 1 1 3 3IA a Aa Aa A a     

6. (2) 
2 1 2 1 1 1 3 3IA Aa a Aa A a     

7. – 11. .......... (2; 5 times) 

12. (3) 
2 1 1 3 2 1 1 3a IA A A a a a a     

13. – 15. .......... (3; 3 times)  

16. (4) 
2 1 1 3 2 1 1 3a a a a qa a a a     



 

 

Language {xqx’} cannot be generated by any grammar 2G . This phenomenon occurs 

in natural languages, that is, they are possible fragments consisting of chains of ap-

pearance xqx’. Two examples of this kind are described in the literature: 

1) Constructions of type: 
а

Саша , 
b

Софія , 
с

Катя , 
d

Данило , … – 
а

спортсмен


, 

b

співачка


, 
с

художниця


,
d

поет , … in accordance [7, 10, 18-20, 32-33, 36, 45]. Here 

the role x (abcd…) is played by the chain of proper names, and the role x’ 

(a’b’c’d’…) is played by the chain of professions, which must be reconciled with 

these names in the genus [58]; q is a dash (more precisely, the knot is null). 
2) According to [62], the Indian language is widespread sentences, in which the 

main complement is duplicated by the incorporation of the relevant bases into the 

verb-adverb: The artist paints and paints a landscape. In addition, any verb (includ-

ing incorporating additions) is easily substantiated and acquires the ability to act as a 

supplement: in particular, моя дитина вподобала книгочитання (i.e., "my child 

liked reading books") [7, 10 , 18-20, 32-33, 36, 45]. This process can theoretically be 

repeated for an unlimited number of times: він книгочитанняцікаводумає про 

книгочитанняцікавість ("he thinks of an interesting reading books"), i.e. 

Він 
     cbacba

цікавістьчитаннякнигопродумаєцікавістьчитаннякниго



 . 

Here x’ (=a’b’c’d’) is a supplement, x (=abcd) its duplicate incorporated into a prepo-

sition, and a q is preposition. Such a construction is only correct when the incorpo-

rated duplicate of the supplement exactly matches the complement in the composition 

and the order of compliance of the basics. 

Taking these examples into account, grammars 2G  are not sufficient to describe all 

natural languages in their entirety. But both examples are peripheral: the first design, 

although permissible, probably in any language, is very specific and not related to the 

consumed, and the second, one that is very general and, apparently, sufficiently con-

sumed, known only in one less common language. Therefore, with all the theoretical 

value of these examples, they can be neglected. If you turn away from them, then 

grammars 2G  can be considered in principle sufficient means for describing natural 

languages. This statement, of course, can be rigorously proven; belief in its truth is 

based on a number of empirical considerations. 

1. There are so-called categorical grammars related to recognizable grammars. These 

grammars were developed and applied to natural languages regardless of grammars 

2G , with no examples of their inadequacy (except for the two mentioned above) so 

far. However, it has been proved by A. Gladkiy [14-16] that the class of languages 

described by categorical grammars coincides with the class of context-free 

languages. 

2. More recently, slot machines with the ability to carry both recognition and 

generation have been offered to describe languages. Chomsky proved that all the 

languages processed by such automatons are context-free, and vice versa [38-41, 

49-57]. Thus, another formal model of natural language, introduced for 



 

 

independent reasons and without significant fundamental difficulties, is equivalent 

to grammar
2G . 

3. Within mathematical linguistics, a class of so-called finite-characterized languages 

that are intuitively close to natural languages is easily distinguished. All finite-

character languages are context-free (reverse is wrong!). This again suggests that 

grammars 
2G  are capable of producing natural languages. 

4. Finally, there are a number of algorithms for automatic analysis and generation of 

texts in natural languages that are used as descriptions of the corresponding 

grammar 
2G  languages or equivalent systems. The grammars are based, for 

example, on syntax analysis algorithms for several languages being developed at 

the University of Texas [64], a number of algorithms using the so-called Coco 

method [61], and some other algorithms mentioned in [6, 59, 66]. 

All this compels grammar to be sufficient for natural languages. In particular, it is 

worth noting that constructions of the type abcd…d’c’b’a’ that are not described by 

grammars can easily be generated by grammar 3G . Yes, it's easy to show that a lan-

guage that is exactly a strand of a given type (composed of a1, a2, a3, a’1, a’2, a’3) is 

generated by a grammar 2G  containing only six rules: 

1,2,3.
i i

i

I a Ia
i

I a a

 


   

Now, the following two important points need to be made. 

Firstly, what is said does not mean that grammars 2G  produce only natural lan-

guages and / or languages close to them: among context-free languages there are those 

that are not at all similar in structure to natural ones. Secondly, the fact that grammars 

2G  are practically sufficient to describe natural languages does not imply that they 

are always convenient for this purpose, that is, they allow one to describe any natural 

language construct in a natural way. Grammar 2G  does not, for example, provide a 

natural (artificial intelligence) description for so-called non-design structures, that is, 

for structures with discontinuous components (or with intersections 

. . . . , . . . .  etc., or framed by . . . . , 

. . . .  syntactic arrows) [14-16]. In this case, non-design structures are 

available in a variety of languages: 

Ukr. Наша мова, як і будь-яка інша, посідає унікальне місце.  [7, 10, 18-20, 32-33, 36, 45]. 

Rus. 

К этой поездке может пробудить интерес только выступление директора.

[6, 9, 14-16]. 



 

 

Eng. A theorem is stated which describes the properties of this function. [1, 34, 38-41, 49-60]. 

Ger. 

... die Tatsache, daß die Menschen die Fähigkeit besitzen, Verhältnisse der objektiven Realität in Aussagen wiederzuspiegeln. 

 [25, 30-31, 35, 42]. 

Fr. ... la guerre, dont la France portait encore les blessures... [14-16]. 

Serb-chor. Regulacija procesa jedan je od najstarjih oblika regulacije. [14-16]. 

Hung. Azt hisszem, hogy késedelmemmel sikerült bebizonyítani. [14-16]. 

To describe the structure of similar phrases in terms of components (and grammars 

2G  describe the syntactic structure exactly), then for natural description it is neces-

sary to use discontinuous components: all words dependent on the same word must 

form (with it) one component, and this is in the absence of projectivity will necessari-

ly lead to the appearance of discontinuous components (before this trip ... interest, 

and theorem ... which describes the properties of this function, etc.). However, the 

systems of grammar 2G components ascribed to grammar phrases and, moreover, to 

any grammar of immediate components, discontinuous components can not contain. 

Consider two special cases of grammar 2G  equivalent to grammar 3G . 

The first case. In natural languages it is possible to place dependent words to the 

right of the main (right subordination) [14-16]: 

назва курсу, лист бумаги, une regle stricte, give him,  

or to the left of the main (left subordination) [14-16]: 

основний курс, белый лист, cette regle, good advice.  

Both right and left subordination can be sequential [7, 10, 18-20, 32-33, 36, 45]: 



 

 

витяг з протоколу звiтування з наукової дiяльностi заступника завiдувача кафедри

 IСМ iнституту IКНI Нацiонального унiверситету "Львiвська полiтехнiка"

мiста Львова країни Українa  

or

жена сына заместителя председателя второй секции эклектики совета по

 прикладной мистике при президиуме Академии наук королевства Myрак  

and досить повiльно рухлива черепаха   

or очень быстро бегущий олень.  

Depending on the language, one or another consecutive right or left subordinated 

construct may be theoretically unlimited: for example, a consecutive subordinated 

construct in the Ukrainian language (unlimited right subordination) and a similar con-

struction in Lithuanian (where pN always preceded by a word which leads to unlim-

ited left subordination). The fact that the languages of the world are different and can 

be classified by the predominance of right or left subordination and, in particular, 

depending on the possibility of unlimited consistent subordination in one direction or 

another, has been noted and investigated in [63]. Also, this problem is in connection 

with the use of grammars 2G  for the description of natural languages was drawn by 

V. Ingve [21, 65]. He noted that there are a large number of languages (e.g. English, 

Ukrainian, French, etc.) in which consistent right subordination is in principle not 

restricted, and in left subordination the length of the chain is always limited due to the 

structural features of these languages. B. Ingve's hypothesis [21], which attempts to 

explain this empirical observation by some general patterns of the structure of the 

human psyche. 

It turns out that the grammar 2G  that generates such a language has the following 

interesting property: for any terminal chain that is output, there is such a conclusion at 

each line that all the auxiliary symbols are collected at the right end, occupying no 

more than K  the last places ( K is constant, fixed for the given grammar, that is, the 

same for all conclusions in it). In order for grammar 2G to have the specified proper-

ty, there is not enough bounding of consecutive left subordination. It is necessary to 

fulfill a number of stronger and difficult formulated requirements [26], which imply, 

for example, the limitation of the right parallel subordination .  .  .  .  . ...and the 

consistent embedding of the type .  .  .  ...  .  .  [48]. 



 

 

If each line of output is divided into two parts: left - one terminal character to the 

first auxiliary character X - and right of X - inclusive to the end (the right part can 

also contain terminal characters), then the right part will always contain no more than 

K  characters. The left part of the content is interpreted as an already "issued" piece 

of the generated chain (in the next steps of the output, this piece is no longer amena-

ble to any processing), and the right - as a working area, which the grammar should 

keep in memory. Thus, the number K  is nothing but the maximum amount of 

memory required to generate any chain in the given grammar (i.e. there will be a 

chain that is not generated by the amount of memory K ). This number coincides 

with the maximum chain length of consecutive left subordinates possible in a given 

language: yes, if there is no more than three consecutive subordinates left in a given 

language, then, when generating this language, it is possible to construct such an out-

put in which no need arises remember more than three characters at a time. A marked 

relationship between the allowable depth of the left subordination and the amount of 

memory was established by V. Ingve [21, 65-66]. Let us illustrate the example, name-

ly, consider the grammar 2G  that gives rise to some nominal groups of the Ukrainian 

language [7, 10, 18-20, 32-33, 36, 45], in which the right subordination is not limited 

and the depth of the left does not exceed two. 

Example 1 for scheme of grammar 2G  

pyxzyxzyx NNN ,,,,,,

~~
  

zyxzyxzyx NAN ,,,,,,

~~~
  

  zyxzyx AantimporteasyexactenoughveryA ,,,, ...,.,,,,
~

  

zyxzyx NN ,,,,

~
   

zyxzyx AA ,,,,

~
   ,...,,, zyzyж systemN   

,...,,, ,,,,,, zyzyzyzyzyч nessbusiresourceuserrequestN   

,..., ,,,,,, zyхzyхzyх simplelformationainА   

(The peculiarities of the agreement A with the animated нyxN ,,  are not taken into 

account.) Here is an example of the conclusion in grammar 2G  [7, 10, 18-20, 32-33, 

36, 45]:  

inglesmN ,

~
 

nglesimnglesim NA ,,

~~
 

simple nglesimnglesim NA ,,

~
 

simple enough nglesimnglesim NA ,,

~
 

simple enough informational nglesiminglesm NN ,,

~~
 

simple enough informational nglesimnglesim NN ,,

~
 

simple enough informational request nglesimN ,

~
 

simple enough informational request nglesiminglesm NN ,,

~~
 

simple enough informational request nglesimnglesim NN ,,

~
 



 

 

simple enough informational request (of) user nglesimN ,

~
 

simple enough informational request (of) user nglesifnglesim NN ,,

~~
 

simple enough informational request (of) user nglesifnglesim NN ,,

~
 

simple enough informational request (of) user (of) resource nglesifN ,

~
 

simple enough informational request (of) user (of) resource nglesimnglesif NN ,,

~~
 

simple enough informational request (of) user (of) resource nglesimnglesif NN ,,

~
  

simple enough informational request (of) user (of) resource system nglesimN ,

~
 

simple enough informational request (of) user (of) resource system nglesimN ,

~
 

simple enough informational request (of) user (of) resource system (of) business 

Example 2 for scheme of grammar 2G  

pyxzyxzyx NNN ,,,,,,

~~
   zyxzyxzyx NAN ,,,,,,

~~~
  

  zyxzyx AntimportaeasyexactenoughreallyA ,,,, ...,,,,
~

  

zyxzyx NN ,,,,

~
   zyxzyx AA ,,,,

~
  

,...,,, zyzyж schoolN    ,...,, ,,,,, zyzyzyzyч LvivpupillaughN   

,...,,, zyzyс cityN    ,..., ,,,,,, zyхzyхzyх childishjoyfulА   

(The peculiarities of the agreement A with the animated нyxN ,,  are not taken into 

account.) Here is an example of the conclusion in grammar 2G  [7, 10, 18-20, 32-33, 

36, 45]:  

glemN sin,

~
 

NA nglesim

~~
,  

very nglesimnglesim NA ,,

~
 

very joyful nglesimnglesim NA ,,

~
 

very joyful children inglesminglesm NN ,,

~~
 

very joyful children nglesimnglesim NN ,,

~
 

very joyful children laugh nglesimN ,

~
 

very joyful children laugh inglesminglesm NN ,,

~~
 

very joyful children laugh nglesifnglesim NN ,,

~
 

very joyful children laugh (of) pupil nglesifN ,

~
 

very joyful children laugh (of) pupil nglesifnglesif NN ,,

~~
 



 

 

very joyful children laugh (of) pupil nglesinnglesif NN ,,

~
 

very joyful children laugh (of) pupil (of) school inglesnN ,

~
 

very joyful children laugh (of) pupil (of) school nglesinnglesin NN ,,

~~
 

very joyful children laugh (of) pupil (of) school nglesinnglesin NN ,,

~
 

very joyful children laugh (of) pupil (of) school (of) city nglesimN ,

~
 

very joyful children laugh (of) pupil (of) school (of) city nglesimN ,  

very joyful children laugh (of) pupil (of) school (of) city Lviv 

In this output, the amount of storage is two: no intermediate chain contains more than 

two auxiliary characters. The same chain could be generated in a different way by 

using more memory, for example, first retrieving from the nglesimN ,

~
chain 

very inglesmA ,  inglesmA ,  inglesmN ,  nglesimN ,  nglesifN ,  inglesnN ,  inglesmN ,  

and from it our terminal chain. For us, however, the amount of memory required is 

important, which means that it is not possible to get this chain with less volume. It is 

this volume that is equal to two here. 

You can prove that any terminal chain that is displayed in can be generated 2G  

with the amount of memory 2. The proof is based on a very simple reasoning: the 

"good" conclusion should be drawn so that for each noun first its terminal dependents 

were issued in terminal form, and only then the name group was deployed to the right. 

Theorem 1. Grammar 2G  of the type described (with limited memory) is always 

equivalent to some grammar 3G  [14-16]. This is not easy to prove (the proof is that 

the right side of the K character string is encoded with one new auxiliary character). 

Thus, in the case of languages with a limited depth of left subordination 2G , grammar 

with limited memory, equivalent to grammars 3G  and close to them in the construc-

tion of conclusions, ie arranged much easier than arbitrary grammars 2G , are not only 

fundamentally sufficient, but also very convenient - they provide natural description. 

There are, however, languages in which not only the right but also the left sequen-

tial subordination have unlimited depth. A similar language is, for example, Hungari-

an, where unrestricted left subordination comes from the prepositional common defi-

nitions, and unlimited right subordination at the expense of, for example, the subordi-

nate clauses of which (The house that Jack built) [14-16]. See an example from the 

novel by G. Feher is a joking toast given in [68]. 

1. Kivánom, hogy valamint az agyag23 цlelх karjai22 közül kibontakozni21 akarу20 

kocsikerйk19 rettentх nyikorgбsбtуl18 megriadt17 juhбszkutya16 bundбjбba15 

kapaszkodу14 kullancs13 kidülledt fйlszemйbхl12 alбcseppent11 kцnnyeseppben10 

visszatьkrцzхdх9 holdvilág fйnyйtхl8 illuminбlt7 rablуlovagvбr6 felvonуhidjбbуl5 

kiбllу4 vasszegek3 kohйziуs erejйnek2 hatбsa1 évszézadokra összetartja annak 

materiáját, aképpen tartsa össze ezt а társaságot az igaz szeretet. 



 

 

2. Я хочу, аби справжнє кохання скріпило цю компанію так, як на століття 

скріплює матеріал мосту дія1 єднальної сили2 цвяхів3, що торчать4 з 

підіймального мосту5 розбійницького феодального замку6, освященного7 

місячним світлом8, що відображається9 в краплині10, яка витікає11 з 

витріщеного ока12 клеща13, що вчепилася14 в шерсть15 вівчарки16, 

наполоханої17 жахливим скрипом18 возових колес19, що прагнуть20 

вирватися21 з обіймів22 грязюки23 [7, 10, 18-20, 32-33, 36, 45]. 

This phrase from an artistic text has a depth of 22 and is absolutely correct from a 

grammatical point of view (to the same extent as its Ukrainian translation). Moreover, 

nothing prevents the continuation of the ad libitum chain of definitions. 

To generate languages with this property, another special type of grammar 2G can 

be offered, in some sense more general than the grammar 2G  with limited memory 

discussed above. First of all, let's state more precisely what languages we have in 

mind here. These are languages in which an unlimited number of sequentially subor-

dinate structures from left to right X1X2…Xi… (unlimited right subordination) is pos-

sible, and in each of these structures Xi an unlimited left subordination is possible - a 

sequence of structures …Xij…Xi3Xi2Xi1; however, unlimited Xij deployment is not 

possible within the structures. With regard to the Hungarian language Xi, it can be 

understood as a simple sentence, which is each (except the first) additional determina-

tive of the previous one, and Xij - as a prepositional participle. 

Consider a grammar 1, , ,Г V V I S      whose basic vocabulary V’ consists of n 

symbols 1 2, ,..., nA A A  and whose rules have the form iX YA or iX A , where X 

and Y belong to 1V 
 
[14-16]. Let us put in accordance with each of the symbols Ai 

some regular grammar
 1, , ,i

i i iГ V V A S  , where V is the main vocabulary, common 

to all iГ  ,
 1

iV  is the auxiliary vocabulary, which does not contain any characters with
 

V’ and 1V 
 
except Ai; Ai is initial symbol; the rules of the Si scheme are either 

C dD  or C c  
(here, as in the other examples, capital letters are denoted by 

auxiliary characters, and lowercase characters are capitalized). In this case, we as-

sume that the grammar iГ 
 
auxiliary dictionaries do not intersect in pairs. 

The grammar Г   is very close to the automaton, differing from it only by the di-

rection of unfolding (the direction of unfolding here refers to the direction in which 

"terminal" characters, such as C dD  - the left unfolding) are generated; in fact, it 

is automatic with a precision to mirror symmetry. So we are dealing with one quasi-

regular right-deployment grammar and regular left-deployment grammar. 

Consider now the union of all these grammars, more precisely, the grammar Г  in 

which the main vocabulary is V (the same as all iГ  ), the auxiliary dictionary - 

1 2

1 1 1 1 1... nV V V V V V        
(i.e. the union of auxiliary dictionaries of all 

grammars
 
 Г 

1Г  2Г  ,
.
…, nГ 

.
, and the basic grammar dictionary Г  ), the initial 

symbol I (same as Г ), and the scheme is a combination of the schemes of all gram-



 

 

mars Г 
1Г  2Г  ,

.
…, nГ 

.
. This grammar Г  is a special context-free grammar that can 

be called context-free grammar with independent bilateral deployment. The fact that 

this grammar  is not automatic is obvious, at least because some of its rules (schema 

rules S ) have two auxiliary characters in the right-hand side. The basic grammar Г   

symbols (i.e. 1 2, ,..., nA A A ) in the grammar Г are auxiliary, so the rules of appearance 

iX YA
 
within Г  are not "automatic". But grammar Г  is equivalent to automatic. 

Here is an example (schema) of such grammar. 
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The grammar introduced by the Gladkiy type works like this. Initially, the generated 

chain is infinitely unfolded from left to right by symbols Ai (which can be interpreted, 

for example, as syntax groups or sentences Si); this is done by the rules S’. Then any 

one of the rules Ai can be expanded indefinitely from right to left into a chain of ter-

minal characters (which can be interpreted as words). Such a process of generation is 

convenient in such cases, for example, as the Hungarian phrases of the type discussed 

above. 

Theorem 2. Each context-free grammar with independent bilateral deployment is 

equivalent to some regular grammar [14-16]. 

Unlimited grammars of type 0 are only a special case of the general concept of 

grammar. However, they are certainly sufficient to describe all natural languages in 

their entirety. Any natural language (set of correct phrases) is an easily recognizable 

set. This means that there is a fairly straightforward phrase recognition algorithm. If 

the language is recognized by an algorithm with the specified memory limit, then it 

can be generated by grammar, where for any terminal chain of the output length there 

is an output in which no intermediate chain exceeds the length of the number Kn (K -

is some constant). Such grammar is a grammar with limited stretching, where the 

capacitive signal function is no more linear. For any grammar with limited stretching, 

it is possible to construct an equivalent grammar 0G  that can describe many correct 

phrases of any natural language, that is, to produce any correct phrases of the given 

language, without generating any wrong ones. Both constructions, given as examples 

of the inapplicability of context-free grammars, are easily described by grammar 0G . 

The disadvantages of the method of grammar 0G  deduction are reduced to three 

points. 



 

 

1. It is not possible to naturally describe phrases with discontinuous components. 

2. Grammar contains only rules for the formation of linguistic expressions, such as 

word forms or phrases. Grammar sets the correct expressions as opposed to the 

wrong ones. 

3. Grammar 
0G  builds sentences at once with exactly the same order of words - with 

what those sentences should be in their final form. This generates a syntactic 

structure in the form of an ordered tree, that is, a tree, where, in addition to the 

subordination relation given by the tree itself, there is also a linear order relation 

(to the right - to the left). Thus, the syntactic structure of grammar 
0G  does not 

break down two completely different in nature, although related: syntax 

subordination and linear interposition. But to characterize the syntactic structure is 

to specify the relation of syntactic subordination. As for the linear order relation, it 

characterizes not the structure but the phrase itself. The order of words depends on 

the syntactic structure; it is determined necessarily by its account and thus is in 

relation to it something derivative, secondary. It is advisable to modify the concept 

of generating grammar so that the left and right parts of the substitution rules are 

not linearly ordered chains, but, for example, trees (without linear ordering) 

depicting syntactic relations [14 - 16]. Then the rules look like this: 

or 

 

Index bars represent syntactic links of different types; letters A,B,C,…- are syntactic 

categories. NB: the relative arrangement of characters of one level of subordination 

does not play any role and is accidental CB

x y
A

 in this scheme; means the same 

as C B

xy
A

 [14-16]. 

The result is a computation of the syntactic structures (not phrases) of the lan-

guage. This computation is part of the generating grammar. The other part of this 

grammar is the computation that, for any given syntactic structure, specifies (taking 

into account any other factors, such as in the Ukrainian language - with the mandatory 

accounting of logical highlighting, etc.) all possible linear sequences of words for it. 

Then the problem of discontinuous components is removed. It is impossible to get a 

natural representation of the structure of the immediate components of that sentence 



 

 

from the regular grammar. That is, regular grammars give some structure to constitu-

ents, as in general all grammars of direct constituents, however, these constituents are 

usually formal. 1С  is different content from different information resources. Text 

content 2С  (article, commentary, book, etc.) from 1С  contains a considerable amount 

of data in natural language, some of which is abstract. The text is presented as a uni-

fied sequence of character units whose main properties are information, structural and 

communicative connectivity / integrity, which reflects the content / structure of the 

text. Linguistic content analysis (such as comments, forums, articles, etc.) is a method 

of word processing. The text processing process divides the content into tokens using 

finite state machines. As a functional-semantic-structural unity, the text has rules of 

construction, reveals patterns of meaningful and formal connection of constituent 

units. Cohesiveness is manifested through external structural indicators and formal 

dependence of the text components, and integrity through thematic, conceptual and 

modal dependence. Integrity leads to a meaningful and communicative organization 

of text, and coherence to a form, a structural organization. Commercial Content Key-

word Detection Operator   32 ,,:α СTUС K   is a mapping of commercial content 

2С to a new state that is different from the previous state by having a plurality of 

keywords that generally describe its content. The analysis investigates the multilevel 

content structure: linear sequence of characters; linear sequence of morphological 

structures; linear sequence of sentences; network of interconnected unities (alg. 1). 

The analysis explores the multilevel structure of textual content: linear sequence of 

characters; linear sequence of morphological structures; linear sequence of sentences; 

network of interconnected unities (alg. 1). 

The analysis explores the multilevel structure of textual content: linear sequence of 

characters; linear sequence of morphological structures; linear sequence of sentences; 

network of interconnected unities (alg. 1). 

Algorithm 1. Linguistic analysis of textual commercial content. 

Section 1: Grammar analysis of textual content 2С . 

Step 1. Divide textual commercial content 2С  into sentences and paragraphs. 

Step 2. Divide the content character chain 2С  into words. 

Step 3. Allocate numbers, numbers, dates, unchanged turns, and content cuts 2С . 

Step 4. Remove non-text content characters 2С . 

Step 5. Formation and analysis of linear sequence of words with service marks for 

content 2С  (alg. 3). 

Section 2: Morphological analysis of textual content 2С . 

Step 1. Getting the basics (word forms with severed endings). 

Step 2. A grammatical category is formed for each wordform (collection of grammati-

cal meanings: genus, case, pronunciation, etc.). 

Step 3. Formation of linear sequence of morphological structures. 

Section 3: Syntax analysis   32 ,,:α СTUС K   of textual content 2С  (alg. 2). 



 

 

Section 4: Semantic analysis of textual content 3С . 

Step 1. Words correlate with semantic vocabulary classes. 

Step 2. Selection of morphosemantic alternatives needed for this sentence. 

Step 3: Bind the words into a single structure. 

Step 4. Generate an ordered set of superposition entries from basic lexical functions 

and semantic classes. The accuracy of the result is determined by the completeness / 

correctness of the dictionary. 

Section 5: Reference analysis for the formation of interphase unities. 

Step 1. Contextual analysis of text commercial content 3С . With its help, the resolu-

tion of local references (the one that is, his) is realized and the expression of the ex-

pression is the kernel of unity. 

Step 2. Thematic analysis. Separation of statements on a theme and rheum distin-

guishes thematic structures which are used, for example, in the formation of a digest. 

Step 3. Determine the regular repetition, synonymization and re-nomination of key-

words; the identity of the reference, that is, the ratio of words to the subject of the 

image; presence of implication based on situational connections. 

Section 6: Structural analysis of textual content 3С . The prerequisites for use are a 

high degree of coincidence of terms of unity, a discursive unit, a sentence in a seman-

tic language, utterance, and an elementary discursive unit. 

Step 1: Identify the basic set of rhetorical connections between content unities. 

Step 2. Building a nonlinear unity network. The openness of a link set involves its 

extension and adaptation to analyze the structure of the text . 

Parsers work in two stages: identify meaningful tokens and create a parse tree (alg. 2). 

The text implements the structured activity, which involves the subject and object, 

process, purpose, means and result, which are reflected in the content-structural, func-

tional, communicative indicators. The units of internal organization of the structure of 

the text are the alphabet, vocabulary (paradigm), grammar (syntagmatics), paradigms, 

paradigmatic relations, syntagmatic relations, rules of identification, expression, be-

tween phrase unity and fragments-blocks. At the compositional level, there are sen-

tences, paragraphs, paragraphs, sections, chapters, chapters, pages, etc. that, besides 

sentences, are indirectly related to the internal structure, so are not considered. They 

use the database (terms / morphemes database and official parts of the language) and 

defined text analysis rules to search for a term. Parsers work in two stages: identify 

meaningful tokens and create a parse tree (alg. 2). 

Algorithm 2. Commercial Content Syntax. 

Section 1: Identification of content tokens KK UU 1  for commercial content 2С . 

Step 1. Define the term chain as a sentence. 

Step 2. Identify the group name using the basics dictionary. 

Step 3. Identify a verb group using the basics dictionary. 

Section 2: Create a parse tree from left to right. The output of a tree is to expand one 

of the characters in the previous    string of a sequence of linguistic variables, or to 

replace it with another, the other characters are overwritten without change. On de-



 

 

ployment, the replaceable / rewritable characters (ancestors) connect directly to the 

characters that result from the deployment, replacement, or rewriting (descendants), 

and receive a component tree, or syntax, for commercial content. 

Step 1. Deploying a named group. Deploying a verb group. 

Step 2. Implementation of syntactic categories with word forms. 

Section 3: Determine the plurality of content keywords   32 ,,:α СTUС K   for 2С . 

Step 1. Define the terms 1KUNoun  is nouns, noun phrases, or noun adjectives 

among the plural words of textual content. 

Step 2. Calculation of Unicity  uniqueness for terms 1KUNoun . 

Step 3. Calculation 3KUNumbSymb  (number of characters without spaces) for 

1KUNoun  approx for Unicity . 

Step 4. Calculation 2KUcyUseFrequen   is frequency of occurrence of content key-

words. For term 2000NumbSymb  the frequency cyUseFrequen  is within  8;6 %, 

from 3000NumbSymb  is  4;2 %, from 30002000  NumbSymb  is  6;4 %. 

Step 5. Calculation - frequency of occurrence of keywords at the beginning of text, 

ncyIUseFreque - frequency of occurrence of keywords in the middle of text, 

ncyEUseFreque - keywords occurrence frequency at the end of text of content. 

Step 6. Compare values ncyBUseFreque , ncyIUseFreque  and ncyEUseFreque for 

prioritization. Higher-value keywords ncyBUseFreque have higher priority than 

higher-value keywords. 

Step 7. Sort your keywords according to their priorities. 

Section 4: Fill in the content search engine base 3С , that is attributes 

4KUKeyWords  is keywords, Unicity is keyword uniqueness 80 , Noun  is term, 

NumbSymb is number of characters without spaces, cyUseFrequen is frequency of 

keywords, ncyBUseFreque is frequency of keywords at the beginning of text, 

ncyIUseFreque is frequency of keywords in the middle of the text, is the frequency of 

keywords used at the end of the text. 

Detecting commercial content 2С  keywords from a text snippet is performed using 

the processes shown in Figure 1. The text implements structurally submitted activity 

that involves the subject and object, process, purpose, means and result, which are 

reflected in the content-structural, functional, communicative indicators. The units of 

internal organization of the structure of the text are the alphabet, vocabulary (para-

digm), grammar (syntagmatics), paradigms, paradigmatic relations, syntagmatic rela-

tions, rules of identification, expression, between phrase unity and fragments-blocks. 

At the compositional level, there are sentences, paragraphs, paragraphs, sections, 

chapters, chapters, pages, etc. that, besides sentences, are indirectly related to the 

internal structure, so are not considered. They use the database (terms / morphemes 

database and official parts of the language) and defined text analysis rules to search 

for a term. Based on the rules of generative grammar, the term is adjusted according 

to the rules of its use in context. The sentences set the boundaries of punctuation, 

anaphoric, and cataphoric references. The semantics of the text are caused by the 



 

 

communicative task of transmitting data. The structure of the text is determined by 

the internal organization of the text units and the patterns of their interrelation. 

Through parsing, the text is framed into a data structure, for example, into a tree that 

matches the syntactic structure of the input sequence, and is best suited for further 

processing. After analyzing a snippet of text and a term, they synthesize a new term as 

a content topic keyword, using a base of terms and their morphemes. Next, we syn-

thesize terms to form a new keyword using the base of the official parts of the lan-

guage. The term keyword detection principle is based on Zipf's law and comes down 

to medium-frequency word selection (most used words are ignored through stop dic-

tionaries and rare words are ignored). 

 

Fig. 1. Use case diagram for the keyword discovery process 

The content content analysis is responsible for the process of extracting grammatical 

data from a word through grapheme analysis and correcting the results of morpholog-

ical analysis through analyzing the grammatical context of linguistic units (alg. 3). 

Algorithm 3. Rubrication of text commercial content 

Section 1: Divide the commercial content 3С  into blocks. 

Step 1. Submission of commercial content blocks to the tree-building input 3С . 

Step 2. Create a new block in the block table. 

Step 3. Accumulate characters to a newline character. 

Step 4. Check for a period before the newline character. If so, go to step 5, if not, save 

the sequence to the table, parse the new content block 3С , and go to step 3. 



 

 

Step 5: Check the end of the text for content 3С . If the end of the text, then the transi-

tion to step 6, if not, stores the cached sequence in the table, parsing the new content 

block 3С  and the transition to step 2. 

Step 6. Retrieve the content 3С  block tree as a table CT
B
CT UU  . 

Section 2: Divide the block into sentences with the content structure preserved 3С . 

Step 1. A block table is fed to the input CT
B
CT UU  . Creating a sentence table 

CT
R
CT UU   with a link in the n_to-1 partition_code field with a content block table 

3С . 

Step 2. Create a new sentence in the sentence table CT
R
CT UU  . 

Step 3. Accumulate a semicolon, semicolon, or newline character. 

Step 4. Check for reduction. If it is an abbreviation, then go to step 5, if not, save the 

sequence in the table, parse the new sentence, and go to step 2. 

Step 5. Check the content of the block text for content. If the end of the text, then go 

to step 6, if not, save the sequence in the table CT
R
CT UU  , parse the new sentence 

and go to step 2. 

Step 6. Get the output of the sentence tree as a table CT
R
CT UU  . 

Step 7: Check the end of text for content 3С . If the end of the text, then go to step 8, 

if not, parse the new block and go to step 1. 

Step 8. Getting the output of a tree of sentences in the form of tables CT
R
CT UU  . 

Section 3: Divide the sentences into tokens, indicating the belonging to the sentences 

CT
L
CT UU  . 

Step 1. Formation based on the sentence table of the lexemes table CT
L
CT UU   with 

the fields Codex (unique identifier), Sentence code (number equal to the code of the 

sentence with the token), Numberx (number equal to the number of the tokens in the 

sentence), Text (text of the tokens). 

Step 2: Log in to parse the sentence tokens from the sentence table CT
R
CT UU  . 

Step 3. Create a new token in the token table CT
L
CT UU  . 

Step 4. Accumulate characters to a point, a space, or the end of a sentence and save it 

in the token table. 

Step 5. Check the end of the sentence. If so, go to step 6, if not, save the accumulated 

sequence to the table CT
L
CT UU  , parse the new tokens, and go to step 3. 

Step 6. Performing syntax analysis based on raw data (alg. 2). 

Step 7. Conduct morphological analysis based on the output data. 

Section 4: Identify the topic of commercial content CT
T
CT UU  . 

Step 1. Build a hierarchical structure of the properties CT
T
CT UU   of each lexical unit 

of text containing grammatical and semantic information. 

Step 2. Formation of a lexicon with hierarchical organization of types of properties, 

where each type-descendant inherits and redefines the properties of the ancestor. 



 

 

Step 3. Unification is the basic mechanism for constructing a syntactic structure. 

Step 4. Definition of keywords  KeyWords  of commercial content 

)),,(α(α 2454 CTK UUCС  at },,,{ 4321 CTCTCTCTCT UUUUU  , where CTU  is collec-

tion of terms of rubric, 1CTU  is set of thematic keywords from the dictionary, 2CTU  

is set of frequencies of usage of keywords in commercial content, 3CTU  is set of de-

pendencies of use of keywords of different subjects (coefficients are determined by 

the moderator according to the keyword to specific topics within ]1,0[ ), 4CTU  is the 

set of frequencies of usage of content keywords in content. (alg. 2). 

Step 5. Definitions of Ct
T
Ct UU   with TKeyWords  is themed keywords plural for 

KeyWords , Topic is content topic and Category - content category. 

Step 6: Determine FKeyWords  is frequency of Keyword Usage and veryTKeyQuantitati - 

Frequency of Usage of Topical Keywords in Commercial Content. 

Step 7. Definition Comparisonis comparison of occurrence of keywords of different 

topics Calculation sCofKeyWord  is coefficient of thematic content keywords, Static  is 

coefficient of statistical importance of terms, Addterm  is coefficient of availability of 

additional terms. Comparison of multiple content keywords with key topic concepts, 

if there is a match, then go to step 9, if not, move to step 8. 

Step 8. Formation of a new heading with a set of key concepts of the analyzed 4С . 

Step 9. Assign a specific rubric to the analyzed commercial content 4С . 

Step 10. Calculation is the coefficient of content 4С  placement in the topic heading. 

Section 5: Filling in the search engine base for attributes Topic  is content topic, 

Category  is content category, Location  is content placement coefficient in the con-

tent column, sCofKeyWord  is content keyword content coefficient, - statistical signifi-

cance of terms, Static  is coefficient of availability of additional terms, TKeyWords  is 

topics of availability of additional terms, FKeyWords  is frequency of use of keywords, 

Comparison  is comparison of occurrence of keywords of different subjects, 

veryTKeyQuantitati  is frequency of use of thematic keywords in the text of content 4С . 

The construction of the content 4С  text is determined by the theme, the expressed 

information, the terms of communication, the task of the message and the style of 

presentation. The semantic, grammatical and compositional structure 4С of the con-

tent is related to its stylistic / stylistic characteristics, which depend on the identity of 

the author and are subordinate to the thematic / stylistic dominance of the text. The 

process of 4С  categorization in the form of a variant diagram is shown in Fig. 2. The 

main stages of determining the morphological features CTU  of the units of the text 

4С : the definition of grammatical classes of words - parts of language and principles 

of their classification; isolation of a part of word semantics as morphological, substan-

tiation of a set of morphological categories and their nature; a description of the set of 

formal means assigned to parts of language and their morphological categories. The 

process of heading )),,(α( 24 CTK UUCС   through the automatic indexing of the 



 

 

components of commercial content 3С  is divided into successive blocks: morpholog-

ical analysis, syntactic analysis, semantic-syntactic analysis of linguistic constructions 

and variation of the content record of textual content. 

 

Fig. 2. A diagram of the use cases for the content heading process in the SEC 

The following grammatical meanings have been used: synthetic, analytical, analytical, 

synthetic, and subitive. The grammatical meanings are generalized because of the 

same characteristics and can be divided into partial meanings. The concept of gram-

matical category was used to refer to classes of the same grammatical meanings. 

Morphological values include the categories of genus, number, case, person, time, 

method, condition, species, combined into paradigms for classifying parts of a text. 

The object of morphological analysis is the structure of the word, the forms of word 

exchange, the ways of expressing grammatical meanings. Morphological features of 

units of text are tools for exploring the connection between vocabulary, grammar, 

their use in speech, paradigmatics (distinct forms of declining words), and syntagmat-

ic (linear conjunctions of words, conjunctions). The implementation of the automatic 

encoding of text words, that is, the attribution of grammatical class codes, is associat-

ed with grammatical classification. Morphological analysis contains the following 

steps: selection of the basis in word form; search for the basics in the basics diction-

ary; comparison of word structure with data in dictionaries of basics, roots, prefixes, 

suffixes, flexions. In the analysis process, the meanings of words and the syntagmatic 

relationships between content words are identified. The tools of analysis are the dic-

tionaries of basics / flexions / homonyms and statistical / syntactic word combina-

tions, the removal of lexical homonymy, semantic analysis of nouns, the semantic-

syntactic combination of nouns / adjectives and components of adverbials, algorithms 

for the analysis of algorithms ; system of division of words of the text on a flexion 



 

 

and basis; equivalence thesaurus for replacing equivalent words with one / more con-

cept numbers that serve as content identifiers instead of word bases; a thesaurus in the 

form of a hierarchy of concepts to provide a search for a given general / associated 

concept; vocabulary service system. The indexing process depends on the descriptor 

dictionary or the information retrieval thesaurus. The descriptor dictionary has the 

structure of a table with three columns: the basics of words; sets of descriptors at-

tributed to each basis; grammatical features of descriptors. Indexing consists of high-

lighting informative phrases from text; decoding the abbreviation; replacement of 

words with basic descriptors with the descriptor code; withdrawal of homonymy. 

5 Conclusions 

The article discusses known methods and approaches to addressing the automatic 

processing of textual content and highlights the shortcomings and benefits of existing 

approaches and results in the syntactic aspects of computational linguistics. General-

ized conceptual principles of modeling of word-exchange processes in the formation 

of text arrays on the example of Ukrainian and German sentences, and then, propos-

ing syntactic models and word-classifications of the lexical composition of Ukrainian 

and German sentences, developed lexicographic rules of syntactic type for automated 

processing. The application of the technique allows achieving higher reliability indi-

cators in comparison with the known analogues, as well as demonstrating high effi-

ciency in applied applications in the construction of new information technologies of 

lexicography and the study of the word-exchange effects of natural languages. The 

work is of practical value, since the proposed models and rules make it possible to 

effectively organize the process of creating lexicographic systems for processing syn-

tactic textual content. 
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